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Brands IRL – How Brands Are
Experienced in Real Life

Our original intent was to make this
Roundtable about a particular type of
experiential branding, environmental
branding, the kind that brings brands
to life in physical spaces. But the
topic of brands and experience
refuses to be neatly contained in any
kind of space, physical or conceptual,
and so you will shortly discover the
wide (and still only partial) range
of what is involved in strategizing,
activating and communicating brands
as they learn to thrive across an everexpanding landscape of touchpoints.
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To “get real” about how brands are experienced, we
spoke with three experts:
Rahmin Eslami
VP, Creative at Hornall Anderson
Dustin Longstreth
Chief Marketing and Strategy Officer of CBX
William Rosen
CEO of VSA Partners
We encourage you to read their insights, and then return
to the article introducing this edition, to add your own in
the comments section.
Chuck Kent
Creator and Moderator of The Branding Roundtable
NOTE:
You may encounter differing spellings of certain words, depending on
the Roundtable participants’ regional spelling preferences. As a global
publication, we respect these differences and do not make changes in
any attempt to standardize spelling. We have not tried to edit or soften the
impact of any of the comments you will read; even if particularly charged
words, they are each respondent’s own and we respect them as such.
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Q.

How to you define experiential branding
– and do you believe “branding” and
“marketing” are interchangeable in that
definition?

lines and ad campaigns) to the continuous innovation of
culture, product, experience, and distribution.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
All branding should be focused on creating branded
experiences that have meaning and value, and are intimately and memorably associated with the brand and
the unique position it is designed to occupy in people’s
hearts and minds. So while one could maintain that “experiential branding” is actually redundant, the language
matters. It doesn’t just reflect how we see the world, but
affects it (as Benjamin Whorf and the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis so insightfully described).

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
We define experience design as the balance of service
(the people), the story (the brand truth) and the space
(where it comes to life). The choreography of these three
elements exposes the rawest connection to brand, utilizing physical space to reveal emotive, time-based connections that cannot be realized on any other stage.
Whether the experience is a temporary pop-up or
a long-term installation, success is unlocking a deeper human connection to the brand, instilling a lasting
memory that can only be fully realized through experience design. In our minds, branding and marketing are
non-interchangeable in this definition. Brand (and brand
experience) tends to live outside the timed communication pulse, in an ownable, timeless manner.

“‘Experiential branding’
is actually redundant.”

The term “experiential branding” can help all of us
remember that a brand is something that is experienced
in myriad ways in the real world, and acknowledge the
plethora of channels and opportunities for brands and
people to engage. The best thinkers have always understood that all experiences can be branded, and that all
brands can be experienced in numerous ways. That is
precisely why there needs to be a thoughtfully developed
system of not just how a brand looks, feels and speaks,
but also how it behaves in the world, to reinforce its key
brand values and attributes, while remaining true to its
purpose.
While branding is focused on what the brand “is” and
how it is experienced across all potential touchpoints,
marketing should be about what the brand “does” to
drive engagement and create value in a way that is both
branded and that advances individuals closer to transaction. Branding is the memorable impression of that
interaction — the signals of meaning, the reminders and
cues that are associated with the unique place the brand
owns in individuals’ hearts and minds.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
I don’t necessarily think of experiential as a style of
branding so much as an accurate description of what
companies must deliver today to even be considered a
brand. It’s an acknowledgement that brands are more
than a trademark, a look and feel, a product, a message,
or even a promise. Rather, it is a system of engagement
— the sum total of every interaction, experience and
touchpoint a consumer encounters.
While this has always been true about what defines a
brand, the highly diffused and convergent media landscape has made it a mandate for how brands are built
today. Brands simply cannot rely on traditional mass
communications campaigns or any one single aspect of
their offer like they could in the past.
Are “branding” and “marketing” interchangeable
terms in this new definition? Perhaps. The notion of
branding and marketing as separate and distinct functions will largely disappear as product, brand, experience and community become increasingly seamless and
inseparable. The focus of both brand and marketing will
shift from the discreet management of traditional brand
equities and communications (for example, logo, tag
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Q.

How, if at all, is the rise of experience
influencing the classic development of
a brand, particularly in terms of research
and the resulting purpose, positioning and
identity? Or is experiential branding still a
more tactical than strategic consideration?

William Rosen, VSA Partners
The biggest change is the need to truly understand all
of the new potential contexts within which a brand can
now be experienced. That is a combined strategic and
tactical challenge that can influence both the way quantitative and qualitative research is conducted, as well as
the resulting expression system surrounding the brand
and its identity (which needs to factor in all of the many
ways people can experience and interact with the brand).
The purpose of a brand should not be affected, but it now
must be manifest in more ways, different contexts and
via new channels. As a result, how a brand behaves is
more critical than ever, because thanks to social media,
that behavior is transparent to all, and any inconsistency
or inauthenticity will be quickly and painfully revealed.

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
The rise of experience absolutely influences brand development today. At our core, we believe all brands are
a palette of behaviors. Traditional brand behaviors are
rooted in visual and verbal expression, like packaging
and corporate identity. Digital brought new behaviors to
life such as motion and interactivity. Brand experience
just further broadens the palette, but does it in more
meaningful and “sticky” ways. In this sense, we don’t see
it as a tactical exercise, as it is core to communicating
the brand’s truth.
Rahmin Eslami
Hornall Anderson
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Dustin Longstreth, CBX
Traditional brand development was built for mass, oneway communications — a world in which media was
something a small group of professionals produced and
the masses consumed. From a research perspective,
the goal of brand development was to identify the most
influential purchase drivers and, for those brands that
were really on top of their game, a human insight that
could inspire a unique emotional space and ownable
creative. It was a long, expensive, arduous process
but at the end you would have this impressive, monolithic asset, memorialized in a beautiful brand book,
that would be scaled and amortized for years to come
across a limited number of channels. Net: If you had
matching luggage, you were doing a good job of branding.
The modern media landscape is more complex and
more ephemeral. Experiential brand building requires
seamless collaboration between marketing, product
development, design, technology and more. It requires
a much faster, more iterative, test-and-learn approach,
with a blend of user-centric research, cultural anthropology and traditional consumer insights. The goal is
not merely to define functional and emotional points of
differentiation but rather to activate a brand’s purpose
and meaning. It needs to inform not only its look and
feel, but also how it behaves, in real time, in contextual
settings along every step of the consumer journey.

“Brands are a palette of
behaviors.”
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Q.

If a brand is a total experience, then
it also presumably needs to be an
integrated effort. Do you see traditional
organizational silos getting in the way of
better brand experience? And if so, how can
that best be overcome?

William Rosen, VSA Partners
Traditional organizational silos can absolutely be a barrier, but if they are aligned around a methodical approach
that puts the user at the center, and builds the experience around the key inflection points in their unique,
non-linear path-to-purchase, even the most siloed organization can integrate and collaborate more effectively.
The key is understanding the role each discipline can
most effectively play in the overall branding and marketing “ecosystem,” as well as how the best practices of
each can be utilized to enhance the others. This is the
precise challenge with which every brand and the entire
industry is wrestling.
In fact, this is such an important issue that I co-authored, along with Laurence Minsky, an entire book on
the topic, The Activation Imperative, based on our Harvard Business Review article of the same name. It outlines not only the challenges and opportunities, but also
shares a very specific strategic approach to uniting all of
the fragmented marketing and branding disciplines into
one unified experience that creates maximum value for
both the brand and the individual.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
Creating meaningful brand experiences is definitely
not something that can be accomplished by marketing,
design, or product development alone. Brand experiences, by definition, are holistic and dynamic in nature and
therefore require high-performance collaboration for
successful development and execution.

Dustin Longstreth
CBX

“Brand experiences by
definition are holistic
and dynamic in nature
and therefore require
high-performance
collaboration.”

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
Yes – organizational silos are in the way. People experience brands in many ways and the best experiences are
seamless. At our best, the branding world should always
work to be medium agnostic and solution neutral. The
best work comes from having all creative disciplines and
organizational silos represented at the table from the
outset. Many successful organizations have begun to create experience design teams or officers who are specifically not in traditional silos, in order to connect the dots
across the organization in a human-centered way.

However, we continue to see that most companies are
still organized to support a more industrial production
model. Functional silos are designed to scale a single
output very efficiently, and then move it down the assembly line to the next silo. The goal of production is predictability through rigorous testing and efficiency through
scale. This becomes a difficult hurdle to overcome when
you need to pull multiple dimensions of a brand experience together quickly, and in an iterative fashion, in order
to be competitive.
For modern brand building, organizational models
that can generate economies of connection — the ability
to bring together multiple disciplines and facets of your
brand experience quickly, again and again — have become as critical as those that deliver economies of scale.
Companies and brands would do well to design more resilient brand cultures and systems that quickly adapt and
innovate against new consumer experience opportunities
as those arise in real time.

BRANDINGMAG
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Q.

Environmental branding – the design
of brand spaces, retail or otherwise
— is certainly experiential, yet has often
seemed mostly about leveraging and being
consistent with the brand look and feel. Is
that relatively passive description accurate,
or does it now play a more active role, a sort
of 3D user interface?
Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
This is a very passive view of environmental branding,
in our opinion. We don’t see experience design (environmental branding) as an exercise in aesthetics alone.
Rather, the physicality and scale of these experiences
encourage non-linear storytelling through both passive
and interactive moments. Engaging both individuals and
collective audiences through authentic, narrative-driven experiences that are alive, flexible and encourage
discovery. Our executions are both novel and relevant,
technology-agnostic and seamless, leveraging both time
and physical space, in concert to pace and chapter these
experiences — all in service of compelling human moments.

“I believe it is important
to actually consider
environmental branding
a ‘4D’ interface.”

William Rosen
VSA Partners

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
desires of the user at ingress, egress and at all of the key
inflection points along the way can help uncover opportunities for the brand to create or add value to the user’s
experience in a memorable and brand-ownable way.
At the end of the day, environmental branding is about
creating the most positive visit experience possible that
accrues equity and value to the brand. A “frictionless”
experience is a baseline expectation, meaning that it
should not be difficult to achieve what I came in for. But
creating real value in ways that reinforce key attributes of
the brand are what can make it a true brand- and business-building experience. For example, if Apple stands
for being easy to use and beautifully designed, the Genius Bar has to deliver both in its experience, from the
moment you enter until the moment you leave.

The seamless convergence of physical and digital is central to creating meaningful brand experiences. Physical
environments in the past have been primarily designed
to be efficient warehouses of inventory for consumers to
access.
Retail today needs to go beyond aesthetics and attractive merchandising for transactional environments
to designing spaces that invite lingering, discovery, and
the type of engagement consumers have come to expect
from their digital experiences.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
I believe it is important to actually consider environmental branding a “4D” interface, as users move through a
physical three-dimensional space over time (the fourth
dimension). Understanding this is critical to optimizing
the experience of a branded space, because the sequence of communications and interactions is such a key
part of a user’s experience. Understanding the needs and
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Q.

As employees are sometimes the
most critical manifestation of brand
experience, how much attention do you see
employee brand experience receiving, from
design of working spaces to the design of
training and policies?

The bottom line is, it’s important that a brand not only
have an enticing purpose but one that has practical application to the work that company needs to do.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
The short answer is “Not enough.” Employees need to be
walking embodiments of the brand, and as a result, they
need to understand and embrace all aspects of the brand
better than anyone. I think the most sophisticated, leading brands understand that and understand that their
efforts spent training and communicating with employees have tremendous ROI.
But it really means understanding that in some sense,
employee communications are the branding and marketing challenge within the branding and marketing
challenge. What I mean by that is that in order to bring a
brand forward into the world — to begin winning over the
hearts and minds of those for whom it was designed —
an organization has to understand the current mindset
and perception of its employees, identify how to engage
them and how, through that engagement, to begin evolving their perceptions (and ultimately their behaviors).
In short, it is an almost exact parallel to the branding
and marketing challenge outside of the organization. But
taking the time and making the investment in getting it
right with employees can make all the difference in the
world in bringing the brand forward to its end user. Because whether its via conversations with sales associates
at retail, stakeholders on social media, or managers at
cocktail parties, employees’ words and actions are powerful reflections on the brand.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
Not nearly enough. But I do believe that’s beginning to
change.
Employees are often the most tangible manifestation
of the brand but we often find the training of employees
on brand to be considerably lacking. This is because
most companies are still defining their brand only as
adjectives and ethereal marketing mumbo jumbo.

Dustin Longstreth
CBX

“Brand vision and
purpose statements,
while perhaps inspiring,
are often too vague and
esoteric for employees
to activate.”

For many of our clients, maximizing the value of their
brand has nothing to do with updating their identity, their
positioning, their messaging or even their strategy. Their
biggest challenge is activating their current brand. Investing in a robust strategy that you can’t activate is like
buying a Ferrari and then realizing you don’t know how to
drive.
This frequently happens because brand vision and
purpose statements, while perhaps inspiring, are often
too vague and esoteric for employees to activate. This is
why people like Nick Tasler, author of The Impulse Factor: An Innovative Approach to Decision Making, advocate
taking high-minded language of missions and visions
down a level, to what he refers to as “decision pulse”
— a simple, specific and actionable statement that can
serve as a practical guide to day-to-day decision making
throughout an organization.

BRANDINGMAG
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Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
Talent retention is a reality today, and where you work,
plus how the space reflects your working style, is a critical component of this. In branding, we also hear and see
a lot of attention being paid toward the notion of “authenticity.” So, as brand stewards, we see a strong connection
between aligning the outward/consumer facing expression of brand to the inward/employee facing manifestation. We are often tasked with bridging those worlds,
whether it be through spaces, training or policies.
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Q.

Beyond being attractive on-shelf
billboards and product identifiers, do
you see product packages, and the design
considerations behind them, taking on a
greater role in an age of brand experience?

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
Yes, [packages will take on a greater role], but not in
the most obvious ways. For years, a primary function of
packaging has been to effectively communicate on the
physical retail shelf — to stand out from the competition
and be easy to navigate and shop. However, with the dramatic increase in online shopping, the role of packaging
has become more multifaceted.
As an article in Racked recently pointed out, the online cosmetic brand Glossier invests significantly in their
packaging — not to stand out on a shelf but to deliver a
brand experience worthy of being captured on Instagram
or YouTube. People document the unboxing process and
share it online. Their packaging serves as content that
fans leverage to promote their own personal brands.
On the flipside, the menswear brand, Noah, has
sought to keep its packaging minimal, shipping product
in paper envelops, in an attempt to focus the value on the
clothes themselves and position packaging for an online
retail brand as unnecessary and wasteful.
So clearly the role of packaging has evolved and expanded. What’s more important than ever is gaining
a deep understanding the experience your consumer
values and the context in which your consumer will be
experiencing the packaging along the journey.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
Packaging is a critical part of the brand experience that
needs to be fully leveraged, and more and more brands
are taking advantage. Given packaging’s inherent proximity to the product and the user’s engagement with
it, it presents myriad opportunities to add value to the
experience. Good packaging helps users understand how
to think and talk about the experience, and it can even
become a valued artifact of the experience.

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
Packaging and the first moment of truth will continue to
be important as long as brick and mortar retail is important. In this context, the shelf is still a key moment of action. The more we continue to think of a package as being
more than a vessel for goods — and the further we move
towards thinking of a package as the start of a conversation – the better it’s role will be understood: namely, as a
vehicle for what we believe and what makes us special as
a brand.
William Rosen
VSA Partners

“Packaging… helps
users understand how
to think and talk about
the [brand] experience,
and can even become
a valued artifact of the
experience.”

With this in mind, transparent communication and authenticity should continue to drive design considerations.
All this being said, when the physical store ceases to be
relevant, so too does the package. But the design considerations still need to be delivered by the app or web
experience.

BRANDINGMAG
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Q.

Events seem to get the most attention
as brand experiences. Given their often
great expense, and typically short lifespan,
how valuable do you consider live events to
be?

livering sampling opportunities and generating leads, to
driving earned media, capturing data and creating social
content. Properly applied, events can be very powerful,
particularly given the “experiential” focus of Millennials
and Gen Z. These consumers’ fondness for sharing their
experience with others via social channels amplifies the
impact and ROI well beyond the event’s attendees.

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
Whether the experience is temporary pop-up or a longterm installation, success equals unlocking a deeper human connection to the brand, instilling a lasting memory
that can only be fully realized through experience design.
That being said, if a live event can best create a connection then the value is there.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
It can be a great expense if you measure the cost as a
ratio of dollars to the number of people you may reach at
any particular event. However, the value of events extends well beyond the event itself.
Rahmin Eslami
Hornall Anderson

“Success is unlocking
a deeper human
connection to the
brand.”

In a world where any piece of content produced can be
readily accessed and viewed at any point in time, live experiences have become inherently more special. Events
provide consumers with something valued far more than
the product you sell — they are experiences that contribute to the personal brand of your consumer. By offering
your consumers an exceptional experience, you have the
opportunity create advocates who will evangelize your
brand because you gave them something worth sharing.
It’s about creating exceptional experiences offline that
then get scaled online.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
Live events can be very valuable, but they need to be
carefully designed and fully leveraged to maximize their
value. A well-constructed event can achieve multiple
objectives at once, from creating brand awareness, de-
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Q.

What do you consider to be the biggest
challenge, and opportunity, in brand
experience going forward?

William Rosen, VSA Partners
The integration of the various disciplines is absolutely
the biggest challenge and the biggest opportunity (see
my response to question three). It is hard enough to do
any one discipline well, but to do them all well and connect them in a best-in-class way is the holy grail, the key
to your greatest return on experience.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
One of the biggest challenges for organizations today is
building a high-performance collaboration culture agile
enough to experiment in bold ways that can drive impact.
Many organizations have some understanding of what
they should or could be doing, but don’t have the culture
or the commitment to make it happen.

Dustin Longstreth
CBX

BRANDINGMAG
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Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
Living in an age where people really have “seen it all,”
there are very high expectations, and we need to cut
through the clutter to invite people to engage. Relying
on the latest trends or technology is not going to fix this.
Creating experiences that standout, create buzz and continue engagement is a huge opportunity.

“One of the biggest
challenges for
organizations
today is building a
high-performance
collaboration culture
agile enough to
experiment in bold
ways.”
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Q.

Please share an example of a brand you
consider to be doing a great overall job
of creating positive brand experience, and
why. (This could be an example of your own
work or others’).

Beyond Nike, the hospitality industry probably has the
most interesting examples of brands doing a good job at
exploring and innovating experiences. From Marriott to
AirBnB to smaller hotel brands like Citizen M, they are all
leveraging the full range of touchpoints to create connection with their guests that are both memorable and meaningful.

William Rosen, VSA Partners
VSA Partners had the good fortune to work with Kimberly-Clark on their iconic Kleenex brand, and our collective
work was recognized with an Effie Award for effectiveness
last year. Kleenex saw an opportunity to reposition the
brand from a cold-and-flu wipe to an everyday gesture of
care. This new strategy would become the key to creating
content and experiences that the Kleenex targets would
value and engage with.
As a result, we brought the Kleenex brand to life as
“a gesture of care” through a variety of experiences,
including:
• An innovative take on out-of-home advertising, via a
unique “Careboard” — a custom billboard made up of
ready-to-use Kleenex boxes — that spelled out encouraging messages.
• A pioneering partnership with Facebook via a first-tomarket campaign that delivered online video stories of
care to viewers at the most timely and relevant moments.
• A revamped website where users could send digital
care messages via an online version of the Careboard.
• On-pack stickers that enabled consumers to include a
care message pack when sharing tissues.
• Two television commercials that featured spontaneous
moments of care, inspiring people to act.
The integrated campaign, which ran in the U.S. and Canada, dramatically boosted Kleenex’s reach, perception,
and business growth, demonstrating the brand- and
business-building power of a truly unified, user-centered
experience.

Dustin Longstreth, CBX
I continue to be impressed with the total consumer experience of Patagonia. Their brand and culture is driven by a
very clear, ambitious yet actionable purpose: To build the
best product, cause no unnecessary harm, and use business to inspire and implement solutions to the environmental crisis. A pretty powerful idea.
But most impressive is how they activate that idea
across every aspect of their brand, starting with the type
of people they hire. In his book “Let My People Go Surfing,” Patagonia’s CEO and founder, Yvon Chouinard, writes
about “seek[ing] out ‘dirtbags’ who feel more at home in
a base camp or on the river than they do in the office.” To
demonstrate their commitment to supporting environmental causes, employees were given time off work on
election days when environmental measures were on the
ballot. Furthermore, their digital content, from their blog
to documentary films, also support their love of outdoor
life and earnest commitment to the environment. If you’re
going to be an outdoor brand, you can’t have it run by an
indoor culture.
It’s that authentic, purpose-driven brand culture that
inspired the “Don’t Buy This Jacket” campaign, where they
encouraged customers to bring in their old jackets for repair rather than buy a new one in order to curb consumption and its impact on the environment. This, of course, led
to more experiential innovation, with a tour repair truck
and permanent repair stations in their retail locations.
Patagonia has also leveraged the power of its purpose
to lead them into entirely new lines of business, such as
Patagonia Provisions, a line of food and beverages for outdoor adventurers.
While there are many facets to the Patagonia brand experience, there remains a consistent and cohesive authenticity which allows the brand to travel seamlessly across
many points of contact.

Rahmin Eslami, Hornall Anderson
NIKE’s Unlimited Stadium in Manila is a wonderful example. It is so in-tune with culture and on-brand, a really
inventive way to invite people to participate. And it’s of the
moment — temporary, so you really had to go see it and
experience it before it was gone.
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This Month’s Branding
Roundtable Members

Rahmin Eslami

Rahmin is the Vice President of Creative for Hornall Anderson, a global
design and branding firm. His work has helped drive the success of brands
including Abbott, Bank of Nova Scotia, GE, Johnson & Johnson, Michelin,
PepsiCo and Procter & Gamble.

Dustin Longstreth

Dustin is the Chief Marketing and Strategy Officer for CBX, the multi-faceted
branding agency that serves clients including General Mills, Kotex, Saks Fifth
Avenue, Sotheby’s, Pillsbury and Veuve Clicquot.

William Rosen

William is the Chief Executive Officer of VSA Partners, which he describes
as a “modern creative agency,” and which serves clients including AB InBev,
Google, Nike, Kimberly-Clark, Beam Suntory, IBM and McDonald’s. He is also
the co-author of The Activation Imperative: How to Build Brands and Business By Inspiring Action.

Chuck Kent
Moderator

Chuck is the Chief Conversation Officer for Lead the Conversation. He works
with top executives to develop more authentic thought leadership content,
and create meaningful industry conversations that can, in turn, create relationships. A prolific writer, brand strategist and content creator, Chuck is
also a Contributing Editor for Branding Magazine and the creator and moderator of The Branding Roundtable.
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NEXT MONTH
on The Branding Roundtable:

Does Multicultural Still
Matter?

Moderator:
Chuck Kent

Contributing Editor, Brandingmag
chuck@brandingmagazine.com
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